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Contrary to popular belief, the best gaming mice should not cost upwards of $50. Walmart, for example, has a Logitech G300s optical gaming mouse on sale for $19.99. It's $20 off and only $5 shy of its lowest price ever. (Amazon offers it for the same price). Buy the Logitech G300s optical gaming mouse for $19.99 at WalmartDespite its
bargain bin price, the Logitech G300s can run circles around some of today's expensive gaming mice. It has a sculptural, ergonomic design that can be used by both left and right-hand gamers. It also offers on-the-fly DPI switching with 2500 DPI max. Up to three onboard profiles can be stored on the mouse and we like that it has six
programmable buttons. Sure, it's one of the logitech old mice, but this time-tested mouse is still a solid choice for budget-conscious gamers. Having the best game mice can mean the difference between winning and losing. Whether you're immersed in a massive one-player adventure or competing in multiplayer for fame and fame, cheap
peripheral performance just isn't going to cut it. A good game mouse doesn't necessarily make you more skilled, but it gives your skills a chance to shine through. Using this guide, you'll be able to find the best gaming mouse for your style of play, aesthetic preferences and budget. Whatever you finish your purchase, it will be more
comfortable, colorful and effective than a standard office mouse. Some game mice are small and smooth, prioritating speed over all other considerations. Others are large and full of extra bells and whistles, allowing you to customize the perfect fit and weight for your hand. Manufacturers also produce a variety of wireless gaming mice, in
case your desktop gets a little confusing. While there is no better gaming mouse for each person, this guide should help you find the best gaming mouse for your particular setup. Best gaming mouse you can buy todayLogitech G502 HERO (Credit Image: Logitech)Max DPI: 16000 Buttons: 11 Size: 5.2 x 3.0 x 1.6 Inch Weight: 4.3 ounces
(adjustable) Intuitive and comfortable designBig buttons in smart layoutStreamlined software with lots of optionsMay does not fit palm clutch players with large handsThe Logitech G502 HERO, As far as I know, The best game mouse for most players. This large, ergonomic, customizable mouse gets almost everything right, from physical
design to software options for additional features. First of all, the G502 is a superbly made mouse, featuring a futuristic, angular design that is nonetheless very comfortable to keep for long periods of time. With Logitech G Hub software, it's easy to customize custom profiles for every game you like to play. You can even adjust the weight
of the mouse thanks to a handful set-up weights. While the G502 has been around for quite a few years, Logitech has given it some subtle redesigns. The Proteus Spectrum update gave the G502 full RGB coverage, and A recent HERO update replaced the old sensor with a more powerful, higher-dose DPI model. If you're wirelessly bent,
you can also check out the Logitech G502 Lightspeed.Read our full logitech review of the G502 HERO. SteelSeries Rival 3 (Image: SteelSeries)Max DPI: 8500 Buttons: 5 Size: 4.8 x 2.3 x 2.6 inch Weight: 2.7 ouncesGreat valueGood performanceWhat strange sensor Not ambidextrous or ergonomicWhy I reviewed SteelSeries 3, I did
double the mouse when I learned this is worth how much. Thirty dollars is what you usually pay for a cheap, untitled gaming mouse on Amazon, but not for high-quality peripherals from a major manufacturer. And yet, Rival 3 is equipped with the same excellent Danish engineering and reliable software as other SteelSeries mice. It even
has a thin RGB lighting, thanks to a rather sophisticated LED strip at the bottom of the mouse. The biggest selling point of Rival 3, however, is its incredibly light weight: 2.7 ounces. SteelSeries claims that this feature can help eSportsmen who rely on subtle twitching and quick wrist movements to dominate the competition. Even if you're
not an ultra-competitive player, however, Rival 3 is a handy, well-designed mouse with much larger features than you'd expect for the price. Read our full review of SteelSeries Rival 3. (Image credit: Razer) Maximum DPI: 20,000 Buttons: 7 Size: 5.0 x 2.4 x 1.7 inch Weight: 2.9 ouncesComfort DesignSmart button LayoutExcellent
performanceThe large number of previous modelsThe Soft utensils can be tangled Razer DeathAdder V2 is the latest in the long line of Razer DeathAdder Mouse. The very first DeathAdder was released in 2006, and has sold more than 10 million copies since then. The reason for the constant popularity of the mouse is simple: it is a very,
very good mouse. DeathAdder V2 has a comfortable clutch, lots of programmable buttons, customizable RGB lighting and excellent performance across a variety of genres. There's almost nothing working against the DeathAdder V2, except for the sometimes unruly set of software, and the fact that other mice offer a lot more bells and
whistles. On the other hand, if you want something that is both simple and full, DeathAdder V2 is one of the best gaming mice on the market. If you want something smaller, there is also a Razer DeathAdder V2 Mini to consider. Recently, The Razer also debuted the DeathAdder V2 Pro, which is a wireless version of the beloved mouse.
Read our full review of the Razer DeathAdder V2. Corsair Harpoon RGB Wireless (Image credit: Corsair)Corsair Harpoon RGB Wireless is perhaps the best gaming mouse if you're looking for an inexpensive wireless mouse from a major manufacturer. For $50, you still get a lot of functionality. This mouse has an ergonomic design with
textured handles, a deep software package and wireless functionality. You get a powerful, high-DPI sensor, functional RGB lighting and two programmable, programmable, thumb buttons. It's a simple mouse, but it's surprisingly good, especially considering it costs about $100 less than most wireless mice. Another useful feature of
harpoon RGB Wireless is that it offers a Bluetooth feature, so you can use it with tablets, smartphones and streaming devices - or with a computer if you don't feel like plugging a USB key. When you turn off all lights and mouse in Bluetooth mode, you can get up to 60 hours of battery life. Even with all the bells and whistles powered, the
mouse can last for days of heavy games and you can recharge via USB while playing. Read our full Corsair Harpoon RGB Wireless review. Razer Basilisk V2 (Image: Razer)Max DPI: 20,000 Buttons: 6 Size: 5.1 x 2.4 x 1.7 inches Weight: 3.3 ounces The overall design of the Inconvenient scrolling wheel-adjusting Software has a steep
learning curve Forr Razer Basilisk has done something incredibly smart for FPS mice. Instead of having a third sniper button to lower the DPI when lining up shots, it had a grip. This small strip of metal is much easier to find, and much more convenient to press down than a sniper button. The Razer Basilisk V2 improves Vasilisk's excellent
design by adding a better sensor, adjustable scroll wheel and better sliding feet. This is especially useful for FPS players who should aim for sure, but it is also a perfectly good all-time gaming mouse; You can simply remove the clutch and plug the hole with the rubber cork if necessary. My only real problem with the Basilisk V2 is that
adjusting the scroll wheel is not as robust a process as it could be. However, once you find a comfortable position for the scroll wheel, you probably never need to adjust it again, making it almost controversial. The Razer Synapse software is reliable, although it may take a few days to learn all the options at your disposal. Read our full
review of the Razer Basilisk V2. Razer Naga Trinity (Image: Razer)Max DPI: 16000 Buttons: 17 (adjustable) Size: : 4.7 x 2.9 x 1.7 inches Weight: 4.2 ouncesVersatile side panelsAzy settingsSension softwareOn the way to adjust the height or length of the Shoe Curve for the button layout Razera Naga Trinity, perhaps the best game
mouse. But thanks to its unique design, it can also be the best gaming mouse for MOBAs, or even action/adventure games. It all depends on your configuration. Instead of being stuck with one style of thumb buttons, Naga Trinity offers three interchangeable panels: one with two buttons, one with seven buttons in a hex pattern (actually,
hept, but let's not split the hair) and one with a whopping 12 buttons. The 12-button configuration is incredibly useful for World of Warcraft, Final Fantasy XIV and other selected MMO, The other two side panels ensure that you can use Naga Trinity with almost any genre and still succeed. It's a big, heavy mouse that's good for players Big
hands, and side panels are easy to change and exit. Read our full review of Razer Naga Trinity. (Image credit: Corsair) Maximum DPI: 18,000 Buttons: 8 Size: 5.0 x 3.5 x 1.7 inch Weight: 5.0 ouncesComfort DesignGreat Wireless Handy qi chargingImprecise Battery IndicatorStiff Scroll wheelThe Corsair Dark Core Core ProGB that you
don't have to pay more than $100 to get a full powered wireless gaming mouse. This ambitious peripheral combines a comfortable clutch and a generous number of programmable buttons with very beautiful RGB lighting. The result is a mouse that is very functional and easy on the eyes. It's even recharged wirelessly, provided you can
bring your own qi charger. The scroll wheel on the Dark Core Pro RGB SE is admittedly not the best choice for hardcore performance, and it's not always easy to know how much battery you have left. But this is usually not a huge problem, given that the battery can last for tens of hours. While you can get cheaper wireless gaming mice
and a fan of wireless gaming mice, the Dark Core Pro RGB SE is the perfect middle ground between them. Read our full Review of Corsair Dark Core Pro RGB SE. How to choose the best gaming mouse for you there are three things to consider when buying a gaming mouse: design, features and price. Design is probably the most
important factor for a mouse. Ultimately, the best gaming mouse mouse that feels most comfortable in your hand; everything else is really secondary. So you have to see if you can hold the mouse before you commit to buy it. If not, at least consider whether you want a big mouse or a small mouse, a mouse with a high profile or one that is
low to the ground, a mouse with a ton of extra buttons or just a few, and so on. Additional features are another consideration. These include things like wireless connectivity, customizable weights, RGB lighting and interchangeable parts. The general rule here is that the more features you want, the more expensive the mouse will be. A
wireless mouse with replacement parts can cost up to $150; A small mouse with a few extra buttons and maybe a light or two can cost $30, or even less if you're looking at older models. The price will usually feature how many features the mouse offers, but there's another way to save: Buy mice from the older generation. (It doesn't mean,
however, to buy used mice. Once the shiny, new mouse version comes out, perfectly good old models often drop in price. As we test game mice to test game mice, we run them through at least four games in different genres: usually FPS, RTS, RPG and MMO. We're sure we'll get a few hours time when it is possible. We also use mice for
performance for at least two days, in order to appreciate the shape, comfort and overall design. The software is another important part of the mouse evaluation, since almost every game mouse from a major manufacturer has in a set of software. We analyze a set of software for functionality, ease of use and leakage of system resources.
The best software packages are easy and easy to use; weaker software packages tend to be unstable or confusing. Price factors in our estimates as well, although cheaper is not always equal to the best. Instead, we believe that more expensive mice should offer more features, especially if they are priced similarly to competing mice that
offer similar feature sets. Cheaper mice should always be comfortable and effective in the game, although we don't penalize them for offering simpler designs or fewer bells and whistles. Whistles. azza gaming mouse software
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